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Preface 
This Call for Participation (CFP) seeks organizations to participate in the 5th Phase of the 
GEOSS Architecture Implementation Pilot (AIP-5). AIP develops and pilots new process 
and infrastructure components for the GCI and the broader GEOSS architecture. The 
main aims of AIP are to reach consensus on Interoperability Arrangements and to register 
operational components and services that carry forward into persistent operations of 
GEOSS.  
This CFP invites GEO Members and Participating Organizations to:  

• Participate in collaborative deployment of Societal Benefit Areas (SBA) scenarios 
developed by experts from relevant GEO SBA Tasks.  The SBA scenarios guide 
AIP development, testing, demonstrations and operations.  

• Deploy, register and test components and services; where those services are 
deployed consistent with the GEOSS AIP architecture based on Interoperability 
Arrangements; and,  

• Refine the architecture including recommendations for GEOSS Interoperability 
Arrangements in coordination with the GEOSS Standards and Interoperability 
Forum (SIF) 

AIP-5 places a priority on these areas (See Section 3 for more detail): 
• Increase GEOSS capacity to support several SBAs: Disasters, Health, Energy, 

Water and Agriculture.  
• User Management and Authentication to support GEOSS Data-CORE 
• Research to be considered for the GEOSS Common Infrastructure (GCI) 

AIP-5 developments will be presented at the GEO Plenary, November 2012 
 
To be most effective, organizations responding to the CFP should plan to fully participate 
in the Pilot development activities beginning with the Kickoff Workshop in May 2012.   
 
This CFP Summary normatively references two documents: 

• GEOSS AIP Development Process, Version 28 February 2012  
• GEOSS AIP Architecture, Version 28 February 2012 

All documents are available at this URL:  
http://earthobservations.org/geoss_call_aip.shtml  

This CFP will remain open for the duration of AIP-5.   
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GEOSS Architecture Implementation Pilot, Phase 5  
Call for Participation (CFP) 
 
1 Introduction 

1.1 Purpose 

This Call for Participation (CFP) seeks organizations to participate in 5th Phase of the 
GEOSS Architecture Implementation Pilot (AIP).  GEO Task IN-05 created this CFP.  
Responses to this CFP may come from governmental or non-governmental organizations 
that are either located in a GEO Member country or that are members of a GEO 
Participating Organization.  Responses are encouraged to include or reference multiple 
parties that are collaborating on the offer of persistent services, data, and/or applications 
that benefit one or more GEO Societal Benefit Areas (SBAs). 
All organizations interested in participating in the Pilot shall respond to this CFP. 
Instructions for responding are provided in Section 4. The CFP will remain open for 
organizations to respond any time during AIP-5.  To be most effective, responses are 
encouraged prior to the CFP Response Due Date for Kickoff and to attend the Kickoff 
Workshop.  All organizations should assume that their responses to the CFP are accepted 
for participation in the Pilot unless they are notified otherwise. 
The CFP is part of the AIP Evolutionary Development Process.  The first Phase of AIP 
included several Requests for Information (RFIs) that determined the interest and state of 
readiness for conducting the Pilot.  The results of past four AIP phases were used as 
inputs for this CFP.  

1.2 Master Schedule 

AIP-5 will be executed in accordance with the GEOSS AIP Development Process.   The 
following table details the major events associated with the AIP-5 process: 

CFP Issued 28 February 2012 

CFP Response Due Date for Kickoff 11 April 2012 

Kickoff Workshop at GEO Secretariat, Geneva 3-4 May 2012 

Interoperability Testing Begins 1 September 2012 

Results to GEO Plenary, Foz de Iguazu, Brazil November 2012 

Completion of AIP-5 activities December 2012 

CFP Responses received by the “CFP Response Due Date for Kickoff” will be used to 
prepare for the Kickoff Workshop. 
Discussion and clarification of the CFP will be the topic of several teleconferences after 
the CFP is issued and before the Kickoff Workshop.  Agenda and logistics for these 
telecons is posted at http://www.ogcnetwork.net/AIPtelecons  
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2 Context in GEO 

The GEO Work Plan charges Task IN-05 “GEOSS Design and Interoperability,” to: 
Manage the evolutionary technical architecture (design) of GEOSS and contributed 
Earth observation data and service resources. Promote GEOSS interoperability 
principles. Enable a sustainable GEOSS of value to the user – supporting the 
development of the GEOSS Common Infrastructure (GCI) and GEOSS communication 
networks for the access to, and use of, Earth observations and related services. 

The relevant IN-05 Priority Action for AIP is: 
GEOSS Research and Prototyping: Execute and document Architecture 
Implementation Pilots (AIPs) and related research activities. Recommend 
improvements to the GEOSS architecture on the basis of AIPs’ outcomes. 

The context of AIP with regard to other GEO Activities can be seen in Figure 1. 

Research 

Operations 

 
GEO Information for Societal Benefits Tasks 

GEO Infrastructure Tasks 

IN-05 GEOSS 
Design and  

Interoperability 

IN-03 GEOSS 
Common  

Infrastructure 

Research Requirements 

 
Figure 1 – AIP/IN-05 Context in GEO Work Plan 

AIP-5 will be developed in the context of the GEOSS Common Infrastructure (GCI), 
which has been established as a set of operational components of GEOSS.  GEO Task 
IN-03 facilitates and supports the sustained operation, maintenance and enhancement of 
the GCI. While Task IN-03 ensures routine operations, it also aims at improving and 
maintaining the GCI as the architectural framework essential to implementing the 
GEOSS Data Sharing Principles.  IN-03 supports the integration of new GCI capabilities 
and provides the resources needed for the discovery of, and access to, a core set of data 
and information across all Societal Benefit Areas. Task IN-05 and AIP in particular 
support IN-03 by executing development and research that results in designs for 
consideration to become operational in IN-03 and beyond. 
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3 AIP-5 Research Objectives 

Participants in AIP implement and use services as identified in the GEOSS AIP 
Architecture.  Based on the GEOSS AIP Architecture, participants deploy interoperable 
interfaces and protocols for research within the operational context of GEOSS.  
A non-exhaustive summary of research anticipated in AIP-5 includes the following list.  
The sections (“§”) referenced in this list are from the GEOSS AIP Architecture, which is 
published as a separate document with the CFP: 

• Increase access to Information for Societal Benefits 
o Implement scenarios developed in AIP-5 for several SBAs: Disasters, 

Health, Water, Energy, Agriculture (§2.3) 
o Advance the role of “SBA Integrators” as liaisons between the SBAs and 

the information technology communities (§2.2) 
o Develop use cases that provide SBAs users key functionality for their 

work (§2.2) 
o Deploy information technology needed for SBAs, e.g. WaterML (§3.3), 

mobile client applications (§5.2), quality assurance and provenance (§3.9) 
• User Management and Authentication 

o Support GEOSS Data-CORE through deployment of services that enable 
user registration as allowed in GEOSS Data-CORE (§4.7) 

o Consider current GEO Data Provider approaches to User Management and 
Authentication, as defined in responses to this CFP.  

o Develop technical implementations for Licensing (§3.8) as defined and 
recommended by the GEO Data Sharing Working Group and supporting 
and Use Cases (§5.5) 

o Build on the results of AIP-3 User Management and Data Sharing. 
• Research in support of the GCI and GEO Task IN-03 

o Determine connections to GCI, if any, for User Management and 
authentication as described above. 

o Further development of EO Vocabulary, e.g., Multi-lingual (§3.10) 
o Further advance the use of Discovery and Access Brokers (§5.3) 
o Present Enabler Applications to GCI users that access data discovered 

through GCI and can exploit data to meet SBA user needs (§5.5/D.5). 
o Enable ranking of search results in GCI (§4.2). 
o In coordination with the SIF, increase the number of mature systems that 

register and interoperate with GCI 
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4 CFP Response Terms and Conditions 

Documentation transmitted in response to this CFP will be posted on a publicly 
accessible web site.  Proprietary and confidential information must not be sent in 
response to this request. It will be assumed that CFP responses do not contain 
confidential information. 
This CFP does not offer compensation to organizations preparing a response to the CFP. 
The CFP does not offer funds to any organizations for participation in the Pilot. 
Submit an electronic copy of your CFP response to the AIP Task Point of Contact 
(George Percivall, gpercivall@opengeospatial.org). Microsoft Word (.doc or .docx) or 
Portable Document Format (.pdf) formats are acceptable. 
Proposals must be received no later than the date and time in Master Schedule (Section 
1.2).  
All organizations should assume that their responses to the CFP are accepted for 
participation in the Pilot unless they are notified otherwise. 
Questions and requests for clarification should be sent electronically to the AIP Task 
Point of Contact (George Percivall, gpercivall@opengeospatial.org).  
Participation in AIP Telecons is urged before and after responding to this CFP.  
Information about AIP Telecons is posted on-line: 
http://www.ogcnetwork.net/AIPtelecons  
 

5 CFP Response Format and Content 

5.1 Response Outline 

Responses should follow the following outline: 
• Cover page 
• Overview  
• Proposed Contributions 

− Societal Benefit Area Alignment and Support 
− Component and Service Contributions 
− Architecture and Interoperability Arrangement (Standards) Development 

• Description of Responding Organization 
 
A template for responding to this CFP is available at 
http://earthobservations.org/geoss_call_aip.shtml  
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5.2 Cover Page 

Provide the name(s) of the responding organization(s).   Teams of organizations should 
list the names of all organizations.  It is encouraged that organizational logos are included 
on the cover page.  

5.3 Overview 

Provide a one-page introduction to the contents of your proposal and its benefits.  

5.4 Proposed Contributions 

Describe your proposed contribution to the Pilot based on your desired role.  

5.4.1 Societal Benefit Area Alignment and Support 
Document the one or more Societal Benefit Areas (SBA) that you are best aligned with 
and will be supporting. 
If you are proposing to enhance the SBA descriptions and deployment, please include the 
following in your response:   
• Comment on the SBA section of GEOSS AIP Architecture.   
• Define your planned approach to developing SBA scenarios (e.g. web service-

oriented use cases, workflows, decision support environments, tutorials).  
• Delineate aspects of the existing GEOSS AIP Architecture Use Cases to which you 

propose to contribute.   
• Provide comments on the GEOSS AIP Architecture to increase the expectation that 

the results will support SBAs. 
• Describe participation and/or membership of the responding organization in SBA 

activities; list relevant experience for SBAs the organization is offering to participate 
in, 

• Define plans for participating in the Pilot Activities regarding scenario development 
and the application of the scenarios to component integration and demonstration. 

Do not assume a single participant development or demonstration; rather the 
developments will show how the various components can interoperate to produce results 
unique to coordinated activity of the participants. 

5.4.2 Component and Service Contributions 
If you plan to contribute components and services, please include the following in your 
response: 
• Descriptions of components and services to be registered with GEOSS;  
• Relationship of the components and services to those in the GEOSS AIP 

Architecture. Comments to support the refinement of the GEOSS AIP Architecture 
are encouraged;  
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• Examples of which SBAs the components and services support, e.g., relevant data, 
processing capabilities and/or client applications. Examples should be given as well 
of other SBAs the components and services might support; 

• Support of open standards by the services, particularly with regard to the potential for 
reuse across multiple scenarios within GEOSS;  

• An understanding of how proposed components and services will be used in 
conjunction with the GEOSS Common Infrastructure (GCI): GEOSS Registries, 
Portal, and Clearinghouse. If you will provide client application capabilities, identify 
how this may also exploit the GCI in the proposed project; 

• Performance capability of the components including typical traffic (hits per hour) that 
the components support; and 

• Availability of the components for participation in the Pilot activities including 
longer-term persistent continuously available operations. 

5.4.3 Architecture and Interoperability Arrangement Development 
If you plan to contribute or support the refinement of the GEOSS AIP Architecture and 
Interoperability Arrangements, please include the following in your response: 
• Comments and contributions to the GEOSS AIP Architecture, 
• Comments and contributions to the GEOSS process for reaching Interoperability 

Arrangements led by the SIF (http://seabass.ieee.org/groups/geoss/). 
• Describe participation and/or membership of the responding organization in standards 

developing organizations; list relevant experience for specific open standards, 
• Plans to support refinement and elaboration of the currently defined architecture and 

Interoperability arrangements during the Pilot activities. 
• Development of Tutorials that aid contribution and use of components in GEOSS. 

5.5 Description of Responding Organization 

Provide a brief description of responding organization including its relationship to the 
Pilot Initiative, e.g., GEO Member or Participating Organization. 
Describe the Organization’s approach to supporting the Pilot including identifying the 
human and system resources to be assigned to participate in the Pilot. 
Provide contact information for both a Programmatic Contact and for a Technical 
Contact.  The contact person may be the same for Programmatic and Technical contacts.  


